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Executive Summary:
The overall objective of this research is to understand and predict the dynamics of hydraulic
fracturing fluid interactions within unconventional shale reservoirs, focusing on the controlling
roles of water at and around zones of fractures and adjacent shale matrix. To address this
objective, we have conducted laboratory tests and modeling studies on water interactions
with shales. Understanding gained from these activities is intended to strengthen the
scientific basis for designing more effective hydraulic fracturing strategies that may
ultimately maximize gas production while utilizing significantly less water [Gupta, 2009;
Montgomery, 2013]. This Final Report summarizes work directed toward two general objectives.
The first is to understand the coupling between water (or alternative fracturing fluids) uptake and
gas counter flow (counter-current imbibition) in shales in order to help identify approaches to
improving production. Under this first objective, we examined consequences of immiscible fluid
displacement at fracture-shale matrix interfaces, within shale matrix blocks, and at larger scales of
matrix blocks transected by fracture networks where influences of gravity drainage are potentially
important (Figure 1). Understanding of the energetics of water interactions with shales and rates of
water imbibition/drainage from shales is essential developing more mechanistic foundations for
improving water use in hydraulic fracturing. The second general objective is to understand the
influence of non-water fracturing fluids on shale gas/oil mobilization, and to identify the optimal
formulas of fracturing fluids for specific oil types and reservoir wettability. In order to achieve
these objectives, new experimental and modeling approaches were initiated.
Activities completed though this study include
(1) A set of physicochemical analyses of Woodford and Mahantango/Marcellus Shales were
completed. These consisted of elemental and mineralogical analyses, and measurements bulk
density, grain density, and porosity.
(2) Water absorption-imbibition and drainage-desorption relations were measured in shales over
wide ranges in capillary pressure and relative humidity [Tokunaga et al., 2017].
(3) Experiments that measured rates of vapor diffusion in Mahantango and Marcellus Shale
sidewall cores were conducted under a relative humidity (rh) of 0.31 and 0.81 (50 ˚C). At the rh
of 0.31, measurements were obtained for diffusion parallel and perpendicular to bedding planes.
(4) Experiments and modeling of the influence of adsorbed water on methane adsorption in shales
from the Qaidam Basin were performed in our LBNL laboratory in collaboration with the China
University of Geosciences (Beijing). Much of that work was summarized in a recent publication
[Wang et al., 2018].
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(5) Tests of novel natural biosurfactants to stabilize CO2 foams at elevated pressures and
temperatures were completed, and results recently published [Wan et al., 2017].
(6) Development of a high-pressure micromodel system for pore-scale visualization of fracturematrix interactions.
(7) Construction of a new, closed-loop, high pressure foam generator was completed, and tests of
CO2 foams were conducted.
(8) Modeled water vapor diffusion into shales, without and with anisotropic effective diffusion
coefficients.
(9) Continued development of a new theoretical model for representing water imbibition and
distribution in shale matrix and matrix-fracture interfaces.
(10) Modeled laboratory-measured water imbibition rates into shales.
(11) Modeled the dynamics of fracture fluid redistribution and gas flow at the scale of single
hydraulic fractures.
(12) Modeled CO2 as an alternative fracking fluid, comparing its performance relative to previous
simulations with slickwater under otherwise identical conditions.
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Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of hydraulic fractures generated from horizontal wells in a shale gas
reservoir. Fractures residing above the horizontal well are hypothesized to drain quickly, thus are only
weakly affected by water blocking and facilitate early gas production. Fractures residing below the
horizontal well are hypothesized to drain slowly, such that gas production becomes possible as the water
level declines in the fracture, primarily through imbibition into the shale matrix. The insert depicts the timedependent localized distribution of injected water along fracture-shale matrix interfaces following hydraulic
fracturing, along with declining water level in a fracture below the horizontal well. Note that counter-flow
(counter-current imbibition) of gas to the well through redistribution of imbibed water is hypothesized to
be significant only in regions adjacent to drained portions of fractures.
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Work Performed:
Task 1. Basic characterization of shale properties
Shale Samples: Woodford Shale samples have been our primary test materials because of its
importance as a major gas and oil source rock [Cardott, 2012] and because of earlier availability.
Samples from five different locations within this formation were obtained from the Oklahoma
Geological Survey (http://www.ogs.ou.edu/level3-OPICcorefacility.php) at the beginning of the
first phase of this project. The table from our previous annual report is included here to provide
background characteristics of these materials (Table 1). More recently (September 2016), we
received a set of Marcellus and Mahantango Shales sidewall cores from the MSEEL, and these are
being prepared for a variety of tests including adsorption-desorption isotherms, permeabilities, and
imbibition rates. The samples received from MSEEL are listed in Table 2, and photographs of
several prepared cores are shown in Figure 2.
sample'source,'origin
LBNL#
WHf
WR
WD
WH1
WH2

OGS#

well

sampleBdepth,B
m

956 Hoffman 4346.3B`B4347.2
482 Roetzal 2569.0B`B2569.9
4599 Dunkin 282.3B`B283.1
Holt 1126.7B`B1127.6
2595
Holt
1128.5B`B1129.4
2595

county
Custer,BOK
Blaine,BOK
Wagoner,BOK
Okfuskee,BOK
Okfuskee,BOK

major'elements,'carbon'(organic'and'inorganic)'contents,'and'major'minerals
LBNL#
WHf
WR
WD
WH1
WH2

Al,B%
9.1
6.6
8.6
4.8
10.0

Si,B%
22.2
32.5
30.0
22.0
37.6

P,B%
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2

densities'and'porosities'(provisional)
bulkB grainB
LBNL#
well
density density
g/cm3 g/cm3
Hoffman 2.58
WHf
2.76
Roetzal 2.41
WR
2.62
Dunkin 2.41
WD
2.59
Holt
WH1
2.42
2.69
Holt
WH2
2.50
2.68

S,B%
0.3
0.9
0.3
0.1
0.2

porosity
0.065
0.081
0.070
0.100
0.067

K,B%
3.5
3.3
4.3
1.8
5.2

Ca,B%

BTi,B%

1.2
1.0
1.3
11.7
2.4

0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.5

Mn,B%
0.09
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.02

specific'surface'areas
BETB
BETB
LBNL#
(N2)
(Kr)
m2/g m2/g
WHf
0.21
0.27
WR
0.24
0.29
WD
0.31
WH1 3.03
WH2 0.91

Fe,B%
3.1
2.0
3.0
1.0
2.1

TotalB InorganicB OrganicB majorB
CarbonB% CarbonB% CarbonB% minerals
4.3
3.9
0.40
q,Bil
7.1
7.1
0.00
q,Bil
6.1
5.6
0.46
q,Bil
6.3
2.7
3.6
q,Bil,Bc
5.5
0.00
5.5
q,Bil
qB=Bquartz,BBilB=Billite,BBcB=Bcalcite

BETB BETB(H2OB
(H2OB
50˚C)
m2/g
m2/g
13.5
17.5
15.6
18.4
13.5
15.0
8.5
8.7
15.2
17.1

GABB
(H2OB
m2/g
11.6
11.7
13.6
7.3
12.7

GABB
(H2OB
m2/g
13.4
13.2
12.8
7.2
13.1

Table 1. Woodford shale samples included in experimental parts of this project, identified by
LBNL label, Oklahoma Geological Survey (OGS) number, well depth, and county. LBNLmeasured properties. All of these shales are being used for determining water vapor adsorptiondesorption isotherms. The WR, WD, and WH1 shales are also being used to quantify vapor
diffusion rate controls on adsorption equilibration times.
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SW#Depth#
ft
7221
7271
7326
7391
7426
7430
7444
7447
7463
7470

depth,##
m
2201.0
2216.2
2233.0
2252.8
2263.4
2264.7
2268.9
2269.8
2274.7
2276.9

Sample#ID

Complete#ID#

Formation

126'7221
122'7271
118'7326
112'7391
89'7426
85'7430
73'7444
70'7447
51'7463
43'7470

4'126'M22'7221
4'122'M18'7271
4'118'M14'7326
4'112'M8'7391
3'89'M23'7426
3'85'M19'7430
3'73'M7'7444
3'70'M4'7447
2'51'M11'7463
2'43'M3'7470

Mahantango0Shale
Mahantango0Shale
Mahantango0Shale
Mahantango0Shale
Marcellus0Shale
Marcellus0Shale
Marcellus0Shale
Marcellus0Shale
Marcellus0Shale
Marcellus0Shale

Table 2. Marcellus and Mahantango Shale sidewall cores received from MSEEL-NETL.

Figure 2. Several of the Marcellus sidewall core samples received from MSEEL-NETL, being
prepared for testing (numbers are depth below ground surface, ft). Note visible bedding plane
lamination across all cut surfaces.
Given the laminated structure of shales, their effective diffusion coefficients and permeabilities
are expected to be strongly directionally-dependent (anisotropic), favoring transport parallel to the
bedding plane. Such anisotropy is expected to facilitate gas flow horizontally to vertical hydraulic
fractures, while vertical flow across unfractured laminae is expected to be more restricted. Thus,
measurements of the directional dependence of transport properties are needed to quantify the
importance of anisotropy, and to provide input for larger scale modeling. Given the fairly generic
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nature of diffusive transport, these measurements are useful for quantifying anisotropy effects on
both water vapor and natural gas.
Sidewall cores were received from the Marcellus Shale Energy and Environmental
Laboratory (MSEEL) Science Well. For examination of anisotropy in effective diffusion
coefficients, intact samples of sufficient size are needed. Of the ten specimens received from
MSEEL, six core plugs had lengths greater than 1 cm and were selected for the diffusion studies.
Specifically, samples 7271, 7391, 7426, 7430, 7444 and 7470 were selected (numbers identify
sampling depth in feet, within the Science Well). The shallower 7271 and 7391 samples are from
the Mahantango Shale, while the remaining four samples are from the deeper Marcellus Shale.
Elemental compositions of these shales were obtained with X-ray fluorescence analyses (ALS
USA, Inc.). Analytical results reported previously are presented in Table 3. As noted in a previous
report, the 7426’ specimen exhibited anomalously high uptake of water at rh = 0.81, expansion
and splitting of the core plug (breaking of the epoxy-fixed Al foil sleeve), as well as net mass
increase (even after oven-drying).

Mahantango, 7271'
Mahantango, 7391'
Marcellus, 7426'
Marcellus, 7430'
Marcellus, 7444'
Marcellus, 7470'

Al

Si

Fe

K

Ca

Mg

Na

Ti

Ba

Sr

Mn

Cr

S

P

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

10.63 26.80

4.56

3.75

0.25

1.07

0.45

0.46

0.32

0.025 0.023 0.014

1.50

8.59

27.45

5.22

3.06

0.88

0.88

0.34

0.38

0.10

0.017 0.015 0.007

9.29

23.45

5.50

3.46

2.17

0.82

0.36

0.37

0.30

10.03 26.65

4.31

3.69

0.43

0.81

0.42

0.46

9.10

26.35

3.85

3.44

1.11

0.91

0.42

8.38

26.59

3.39

3.15

1.07

0.87

0.50

total organic inorganic
C
C
C
%

%

%

0.039 1.73

1.66

0.07

2.34

0.039 2.50

2.36

0.14

0.025 0.015 0.007

2.66

0.039 4.67

4.24

0.43

0.13

0.017 0.015 0.007

2.24

0.031 2.77

2.70

0.07

0.40

0.13

0.017 0.015 0.007

1.41

0.026 4.87

4.57

0.30

0.43

0.13

0.025 0.015 0.014

1.26

0.044 7.01

6.60

0.41

ALS Global, Reno, NV

Table 3. Major element composition of Mahantango and Marcellus Shales determined by X-ray
fluorescence spectrometry.
Based on the high Ca and S concentrations of the 7426’ sample, we initially considered the
possibility that it contained anhydrite, CaSO4, and that transformation to gypsum (CaSO4•2H2O)
under the elevated rh [Freyer and Voigt, 2003], thereby resulting in increased bulk volume.
However, X-ray diffraction (XRD, Table 4) results indicate lack of significant concentrations of
either anhydrite or gypsum, thus do not support that hypothesized mechanism for swelling.
Furthermore, the XRD results showed that smectite is practically absent in all of our samples, thus
swelling attributable to hydration-induced expansion of 2:1 clays is probably minor.
The XRD results of the 7426’ sample showed that it contained an unusually high amount
of pyrite (10%), a dense Fe(II) mineral susceptible to oxidation under oxygenated and humid
conditions. The high pyrite content of this sample is consistent with the observed expansion and
splitting of the core after exposure to elevated relative humidity (described in Task 2.A.3). Prior
to drilling and sampling, the shales were certainly under reducing conditions. As receive, the
samples were relatively dry, and further oven-dried prior to beginning the diffusion/adsorption
experiments. Previous studies have shown that pyrite oxidation in air is slow, but accelerated at
high relative humidities [Borek, 1994; Huggins et al., 1983; Jerz and Rimstidt, 2004], and that this
causes swelling of the host rock [Hoover et al., 2015].
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Illite+Mica

Quartz

Pyrite

Chlorite

Plagioclase

Calcite

Dolomite

Gypsum

K Feldspar

Anatase

Illite/Smectite

Kaolinite

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Siderite
%

Mahantango, 7271'

47.2

34.5

3.1

9.7

5.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

TR

TR

0.0

0.0

0.0

Mahantango, 7391'

37.8

40.6

8.2

7.7

4.5

1.1

TR

TR

TR

TR

0.0

0.0

0.0

Marcellus, 7426'

44.4

32.3

10.0

6.6

4.0

2.8

0.0

TR

0.0

TR

0.0

0.0

0.0

Marcellus, 7430'

45.7

36.1

6.6

7.3

4.3

0.0

0.0

TR

0.0

TR

0.0

0.0

0.0

Marcellus, 7444'

45.1

37.3

5.3

5.5

4.8

0.8

1.1

TR

TR

TR

0.0

0.0

0.0

Marcellus, 7470'

42.9

38.8

5.1

3.5

6.2

1.5

2.0

TR

TR

TR

0.0

0.0

0.0

X-ray Mineral Services Ltd., North Wales

Table 4. Mineralogical composition of Mahantango and Marcellus Shales determined by X-ray
diffraction of whole rock samples.
Additional characterization done on the Mahantango and Marcellus Shales included measurements
of grain density (by pycnometry), bulk density, and porosity. These results are summarized in
Table 3, and will be used in analyses of water vapor diffusion rates

grain density, g/cm3
bulk density, g/cm3
porosity

Mahantango
7271'
7391'
2.78
2.79
2.58
2.60
0.074
0.068

7426'
2.79
2.46
0.120

Marcellus
7430'
7444'
2.80
2.72
2.53
2.56
0.095
0.058

7470'
2.63
2.41
0.084

Table 5. Densities and porosities of Mahantango and Marcellus Shales used in vapor diffusion
and adsorption studies.
Task 2.A. Shale water saturation versus water potential (water adsorption/desorption
isotherms, and capillary pressure-saturation relations).
We obtain fairly complete water vapor adsorption-desorption isotherms on five different
Woodford Shales during the first phase of this project, showing significant hysteresis over most of
the measured water activity (relative humidity, rh, tested from 11% up to 96%). However, we
identified two aspects of these equilibrium relations that remain to be understood. The first
concerns quantifying the equilibrium relations at very high saturations associated with waterblocking of shales at fracture-matrix interfaces resulting from hydraulic fracturing fluid injections.
The second concerns understanding vapor diffusion-limited rates for reaching equilibrium
conditions farther away from the fully saturated regions. Both of these issues were addressed under
the current project.
2.A.1. Extending adsorption-desorption isotherms to higher water contents and lower
capillary pressures. Control of water potentials becomes prohibitively difficult above about 97%
relative humidity, yet shale saturation relations are needed at these higher energies (lower capillary
pressures) because they are expected to reflect conditions at fracture-matrix interfaces immediately
following hydraulic fracturing. In order to fill this gap, we obtained measurements of water
imbibition and drainage on the Woodford shale grains previously used for vapor adsorptiondesorption measurements. These capillary pressure-saturation relations were obtained using a
pressure plate system operated at 50 ˚C, over a capillary pressure range of 450 to 30 kPa (Figure
3). The pressure plate method is well suited for directly controlling Pc in this extremely high rh
region, via controlling pressure differences above and below a porous ceramic plate [Dane and
Hopmans, 2002]. We used a 500 kPa pressure plate in a 500 kPa chamber (Soilmoisture Equipment
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Corp.), housed in an incubator maintained at 50 ± 0.5 ˚C. Compressed air was supplied to the
chamber via a 2-stage pressure regulator, controlling Pc to within 1 kPa. A 1.0 M KCl solution was
used to saturate the porous plate, and as the high ionic strength imbibing/draining solution for the
shales. An open container of 1.0 M KCl was included in the pressure chamber in order to assure
maintenance of rh ~1. The outflow tube from the pressure plate lead into the bottom of an outflow
reservoir containing the same solution, and having its free surface of this reservoir kept at about 1
cm below the level of the pressure plate. This configuration allowed use of the pressure plate in
both imbibition and drainage processes.
After shale samples reached vapor adsorption equilibrium at the highest applied rh = 0.96, they
were transferred to 54 mm I.D. stainless steel sample rings for pressure plate equilibrations. Each
sample ring was lined with a sheet of filter paper (Whatman 4), supported with linen gauze, and
tightly secured to the ring with Kapton tape. When distributed onto the filter paper base of the
sample rings, the thickness of the crushed shale pack was about 3 mm. The sample rings were
placed onto the pressure plate, and the chamber pressure was raised to specific target Pc values.
Moisture uptake and release from shale samples was monitored through periodically
depressurizing the chamber and weighting sample rings as well as duplicate “blank” rings (taped,
filter paper and gauze support). The three Pc values applied were 450, 100, and 30 kPa, and
required equilibration times ranged from 6 to 21 days. No lower magnitude Pc levels were tested
because they would have included progressively more significant contributions of pendular water
between grain contacts. Upon reaching drainage equilibrium at 450 kPa, samples were returned to
the rh = 0.96 chamber to initiate the series vapor desorption steps.
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Figure 3. Pressure plate system for measuring imbibition and drainage on shale samples at
moderately elevated temperature (50 ˚C).
Results of the composite results from water vapor adsorption/desorption isotherms (presented in
earlier reports, and updated for the rh = 0.96 values) and imbibition/drainage capillary pressure
measurements at 50 ˚C are shown in Figure 4. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first set
of imbibition (adsorption) and drainage (desorption) measurements on shales that practically span
the full range of moisture conditions, and that were obtained at elevated temperatures [Tokunaga
et al., 2017]. These composite results are presented in terms of variations in water:solid mass
ratios with respect to rh. Water contents corresponding to full saturation (based on
measured densities and porosities of grains, not of grain-packs) are indicated by arrows
7

along the y axes. Note that the curves from the 700 and 350 µm grain-size fractions of each shale
sample were generally very similar, indicating that intragranular porosity and pore-size
distributions were identical. These data clearly show hysteresis characteristic of equilibrium states
of water in porous media, and show that substantial decreases in rh are required for removing water
from the shale matrix. It is worth noting that these curves mostly show similar magnitudes of
moisture retention at any given path-specific rh. The exceptions are associated with the WH1
samples that have substantially lower water contents. This was the only sample containing
significant concentrations of inorganic carbon as calcite (3.61 mass % of C 11.7 mass % Ca, Table
1), consistent with less hydrophilic characteristics of carbonate surfaces [Elgmati et al., 2011;
Morrow, 1990; Roychaudhuri et al., 2013]. Equivalent capillary pressures are provided along the
upper x-axis of the WHf isotherms. Diameters of pores filling (or draining) as rh is varied, taken
as twice the Kelvin radius are indicated along the upper x-axis for plots of the WR isotherms. The
data collectively show that equivalent diameters of most of the pores are in the 1 to ~30 nm range.
Note also that results from the pressure plate measurements are difficult to visualize here because
they are associated with rh > 0.99.
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Figure 4. Adsorption and desorption isotherms for Woodford Shales at 50 ˚C. Refer to Table 1 for
identifying characteristic of the individual samples. The 350 and 750 µm grain-size samples are
indicated by smaller and larger data points, respectively. Adsorption and desorption paths are
indicated with arrows along curves, respectively. Water:solid mass ratios corresponding to full
saturation are indicated by arrows on the y axes.
The water adsorption/desorption and imbibition/drainage relations are plotted in terms of the water
saturation dependence on the capillary pressure in Figure 5. For purposes of assessing water
blocking, this representation of saturation relations is more immediately informative than the plots
with respect to rh because magnitudes of Pc required to significantly desaturate shales are directly
presented. The drainage (desorption) isotherms show that high Pc, generally in the range of ~1
MPa, are need in order to desaturate shales that have been expose to free water. Thus, regions
within shale reservoirs that imbibe water-based hydraulic fracturing fluids require substantial
water redistribution in order to allow return flow of gas. Given the very low matrix permeabilities
of shales, the zones of elevated water saturation can be expected to propagate only short distances
beyond fracture surfaces. However, low relative permeabilities substantially limit rates of water
redistribution within matrix pores, thus allowing persistence of water blocks at fracture-matrix
boundaries. These results underscore the challenge of moving either the gas phase or water phase
through low permeability shales that have been exposed to water, sometimes referred to as the
permeability jail phenomenon [Shanley et al., 2004; Shaoul et al., 2011]. A manuscript
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summarizing this study on water potentials and capillary pressure controls on imbibition and
drainage in Woodford Shales is near completion.
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Figure 5. Adsorption and desorption isotherms for Woodford Shales at 50 ˚C, presented in terms
of equivalent Pc. Refer to Table 1 for identifying characteristic of the individual samples. The 350
and 750 µm grain-size samples are indicated by smaller and larger data points, respectively.
Adsorption (imbibition) and desorption (drainage) paths are indicated with arrows along curves,
respectively.
2.A.2. Diffusion-controlled water vapor adsorption in Woodford Shales. All water vapor
adsorption/desorption isotherms we reported previously were obtained on shales crushes to grain
sizes less than 0.84 mm (passed through a #20 ASTM sieve). The 0.2 – 0.5 mm, and 0.5 – 0.84
mm size fractions of crushed shale from each of the five Woodford Shale wells was tested for
water vapor adsorption-desorption at 50 ˚C. As noted in our earlier reports, the different size
fractions yielded practically identical results, and reached equilibrium within one to several days.
An example set of adsorption time trends is shown in Figure 6a. However, because the method
requires periodic removal of samples from their controlled humidity chambers for weighing, high
frequency measurements needed to determine rates of vapor transport into and out of grains would
have imparted disturbances that would compromise quantification of diffusion. The relatively
small grain sizes permit rapid equilibration, but short characteristic diffusion lengths (generally
less than 400 µm into centers of even the largest grains) did not allow us to accurately track
transient vapor diffusion.
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In order to circumvent this limitation, we conducted experiments shale samples sliced into
nominally 5 mm thick slabs, providing characteristic diffusion distances of about 2.5 mm. These
new adsorption measurements are being obtained at 50 ˚C, 31% relative humidity, on a subset of
Woodford Shales from the Roetzal (WR), Dunkin (WD), and Holt1 (WH1) cores. As shown in
Figure 6b, adsorption equilibration times were on the order of 10s of days because of significantly
longer diffusion length scale. Comparing Figures 6a and 6b, significant spatial variation in
adsorption properties were encountered in the WD and WH1 shales, with the 5 mm sliced samples
equilibrating at lower water contents than previously obtained on the crushed samples.
The diffusion-limited approach to adsorption equilibrium is evident from the
approximately linear water uptake with respect to the square root of time during the early stages
(Figure 6c). Modeling of water vapor adsorption time trends described in Task 4.A.1 yield
effective diffusion coefficients useful for estimating rates of water redistribution within the shale
matrix. However, the experimental approach did not allow distinction between diffusion along
versus across shale bedding planes. In order to measure anisotropy in effective diffusion, a
different approach was applied on samples of Mahantango and Marcellus Shales.
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Figure 6. Comparisons of time-dependence of water vapor adsorption onto Woodford Shales
continuously exposed to 31% relative humidity, 50 ˚C. a. Shale crushed to 0.2 to 0.5 mm and 0.5
to 0.8 mm grain size fractions. b. Shale sliced into ~ 5 mm thick laminae. c. Water vapor uptake
versus square root of time for 5 mm thick shale laminae
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Task 2.A.3. Testing anisotropy of water vapor diffusion in Mahantango/Marcellus Shales
Given the laminated structure of shales, effective diffusion coefficients and permeabilities within
intact matrix blocks are expected to be strongly directionally-dependent (anisotropic), favoring
transport parallel to the bedding plane. Such anisotropy is expected to facilitate gas flow
horizontally towards vertical hydraulic fractures, while vertical flow across unfractured laminae is
expected to be more restricted. Thus, measurements of the directional dependence of transport
properties are needed to quantify the importance of anisotropy, and to provide input for larger scale
modeling. Given the fairly generic nature of diffusive transport, these measurements are useful
for quantifying anisotropy effects of not only water vapor but natural gas as well.
In order to quantify anisotropy in effective diffusion coefficients for vapor uptake, we are
conducting experiments on shale samples that have either laminae edges or faces sealed. The
overall experimental plan involves measuring water vapor diffusion at two different relative
humidities (rh). The rh used in these diffusion experiments are 0.31 and 0.81, both at 50 ˚C, in
order to determine impacts of different levels of pore filling by capillary condensation.
Acknowledging the limitations of estimating pore radii (r) with the Kelvin equation [Seemann et
al., 2017], the rh = 0.31 and 0.81 correspond to filling of pores with r up to very approximately
0.8 and 4 nm, respectively. The sequence of sample preparation and testing is illustrated in Figure
7, and briefly listed here. 1. seal cylindrical (lateral) walls of cores with epoxy and Al foil to allow
vapor entry only exposed edges of bedding planes (diffusion parallel to bedding planes); 2. ovendry the laterally sealed samples; 3. place cores into a rh = 0.31 chamber and monitor water vapor
uptake until equilibrium is reached; 4. transfer samples into a rh = 0.81 and continue monitoring
water vapor uptake until the new equilibrium is reached; 5. remove lateral seals (epoxy and Al
foil), further cut and reseal these core plugs to allow diffusive entry only in the direction normal
to the bedding plane; 6. oven-dry samples; 7. measure transient vapor uptake at rh = 0.31 until
equilibrium is reached; and 8. measure vapor uptake at rh = 0.81. Prior to initiation of each vapor
diffusion-adsorption run, oven-dried samples were pre-equilibrated at 50 ˚C in a vacuum
desiccator. Because of unanticipated long equilibration times encountered in step 7, we were not
able to initiate the final run at rh = 0.81. It should be noted that open surfaces of the shale samples
were sanded (P800, then P1200 grit corundum) to assure removal of excess epoxy. Photographs
of the sidewall core sections used to measure vapor transport parallel to and perpendicular to
bedding planes are shown in Figure 8. The rh = 0.31 and 0.81 conditions were controlled with
reservoirs of saturated aqueous MgCl2 and KCl solutions, respectively [Greenspan, 1977],
contained in an incubator kept at 50 ±0.5 ˚C.
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a.

b.
diffusion into opposite faces,
each with area = a,
Total entry area = 2a,

a
c.

d.

e.

block thickness = l,
symmetry distance at = l/2
f.

l

Figure 7. Sequence of preparing sidewall core plugs for measurements of water vapor
diffusion/adsorption along and across bedding planes. a. sidewall core plug showing bedding
planes alone original core axis. b. sliced core disc. c. core disc sides sealed to allow vapor diffusion
only along bedding planes, entering from unsealed opposite faces. d. core disc cut to obtain slab
sample. e. edge faces of slab sample sealed to allow vapor diffusion only by diffusing across
bedding planes. f. geometry for vapor diffusion across bedding planes from opposite faces.

Figure 8. Photographs of Mahantango and Marcellus Shale samples used in water vapor
diffusion/adsorption experiments. a. Several of the parallel to laminae diffusion samples in
weighing jars. b. Several samples at the end of run at rh = 0.81. Note the expanded-split sample
7426 (red arrow). c. Perpendicular to laminae diffusion samples. d. Perpendicular to laminae
diffusion samples in rh = 0.31 (50 ˚C) enclosure.
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Water vapor uptake in the shales was initially rapid in all samples, followed by declining
rates typical of diffusion limited processes. The blank control sample showed no significant mass
change throughout the experiment, demonstrating that hydration of the epoxy and foil contributed
negligibly to water uptake. The time dependence of water mass uptake per unit mass of shale at rh
= 0.31 presented in Figures 9a and 9c shows that Mahantango samples 7271 and 7391 behave very
similarly, and equilibrated at lower water contents relative to the Marcellus samples. The initial 3
days of water vapor uptake proceed approximately in proportion to the square-root of time (Figure
9b and 9d), indicative of the time scale over which the diffusion front has not extended to the L/2
distance.

Figure 9. Water vapor diffusion and adsorption in Mahantango and Marcellus Shale cores, with
entry occurring parallel to the bedding plane. Exposure of dry cores to rh = 0.31 at 50 ˚C. a and
c. Time-dependence of water mass uptake per unit shale mass. b and d. Water mass uptake per
unit entry surface area, versus square-root of time.
After reaching water vapor adsorption equilibria at rh = 0.31, the core samples were
transferred into the rh = 0.81 chamber and periodically weighed to monitor water uptake at this
higher humidity. Water vapor uptake rates at rh = 0.81 with respect to time and square-root of time
are shown in Figures 10 a,c and 10 b,d, respectively. Notable differences relative to behavior at
the lower rh, are the much greater levels of water uptake, and require much longer times to
approach equilibrium. The latter behavior is consistent with both impeded diffusion as capillary
condensation becomes increasingly important in blocking vapor transport and slow pyrite
oxidation. Indeed, even after 128 days of uptake, equilibrium was not achieved. In the interest of
moving to the measurements of vapor diffusion tranverse to the laminae, this set of uptake
measurements was ended, and samples were oven-dried. Even after 2 days of drying at 110 ˚C,
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followed by cooling to room temperature in a vacuum desiccator, some samples showed significant
increases in mass. In particular the Marcellus 7426’ sample containing an initial pyrite content of
10% exhibited a mass increase of 0.021 g g-1 relative to its initial dry state. Arrows along water
content axes of Figures 10a and 10b indicate the relative mass increase.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 10. Water vapor diffusion and adsorption in Mahantango and Marcellus Shale cores
exposed to rh = 0.81 (50 ˚C), with entry occurring parallel to the bedding planes. Cores were
previously equilibrated at rh = 0.31 (50 ˚C), and uptake is relative to water contents achieved at
the end of the previous equilibration (rh = 0.31). a and b. Time-dependence of water mass uptake
per unit shale mass. c and d. Water mass uptake per unit entry surface area, versus square-root of
time. Arrows along water content axes of Figures 10a and 10b indicate dry mass increase after 2
days of drying at 110 ˚C, followed by cooling to room temperature in a vacuum desiccator.
After drying, the cores used in the experiments at rh = 0.81 were cut to obtain smaller
samples that were sealed along “edge” surfaces to allow measurement of vapor diffusion across
shale laminae (Figure 7d-f). The slab samples were dried, placed in individual weighing jars and
incubated at rh = 0.31 (50 ˚C), periodically briefly removed for weighing to monitor water uptake.
Trends in measured water mass uptake per mass of dry shale are plotted with respect to time and
square-root of time in Figures 11a and 11b, respectively. Note that the diffusive uptake of water
vapor remained linear with respect to the square-root of time for about 11 days, before beginning
to asymptotically approach equilibrium. It should also be noted that equilibrium has still not been
15

reached in some of the samples (latest data from day 133), despite the fact that the diffusion
distances to sample midplanes (l/2 in Figure 1f) were only 2.2 to 2.9 mm. In contrast, the earlier
measurements at rh = 0.31 for diffusion-controlled uptake along the bedding planes remained
linear with respect to square-root of time over only the initial ~4 days, and appeared to reach
equilibrium adsorption within about 30 days, despite longer diffusion distances (L/2 in Figure 1c)
of 4.5 to 5.5 mm. Although slow pyrite oxidation is likely contributing to continued mass increases,
comparisons of short-term uptake rates parallel versus transverse to bedding planes is still useful
for estimating the extent of anisotropy in effective diffusion coefficients. A rough estimate of
anisotropy for effective diffusion coefficients parallel versus transverse to bedding is 5.7:1,
obtained from the short-term ratios of diffusion lengths per square-root of time.

a.

b.

Figure 11. Water vapor diffusion and adsorption in Mahantango and Marcellus Shale cores, with
entry occurring across the bedding planes. a. Time-dependence of water mass uptake per unit
shale mass. b. Water mass uptake per unit shale mass, versus square-root of time.
Task 2.B. Water Imbibition into shale.
These tests were originally intended to be conducted on sidewall core plugs at elevated pressures
and temperatures, under confining pressures in excess of 10 MPa. However, the few available
intact Mahantango and Marcellus core plugs were relatively short, and several were damaged
during the process of loading and prestressing in the core holder (Figure 12). Therefore, imbibition
tests were only run at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Shown are results for imbibition
from a water source maintained at -40 mm capillary pressure, entering into the sidewall core from
the 7221’ and 7326’ depths. Similar atmospheric pressure water imbibition measurements were
obtained on Woodford Shales in the previous phase of this project, and modeling of those
experiments is presented in Task 4.B. In Figure 13, note that the water uptake versus square-root
of time plots are relatively linear, indicating that the shales behave macroscopically as an
approximately hydraulically homogeneous porous medium. It should be noted that these core
samples contained hydraulically continuous microfractures evident from initially steeper slopes in
the square-root time plots. It is also worth noting that even after 2 days of imbibition, the wetting
front entered only a few mm, underscoring the shallow extent of water blocked region in low
permeability shales. The interdependence of these imbibition rates on permeability, porosity,
wettability, and fluid viscosities are currently being compared with several approaches proposed
for capillary scaling [Busch and Amann-Hildenbrand, 2013; Mason and Morrow, 2013; Schmid
and Geiger, 2013].
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Figure 12. High pressure core system, modified to accommodate small sidewall cores.
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Figure 13. Water imbibition into the sidewall shale sample from 7221’ and 7326’ depths. The
water source capillary pressure is maintained at -40 mm, and water uptake is plotted with respect
to (a., c.) time and (b., d.) square-root of time. Note that enhanced water uptake in the cores’
microfractures are evident from the higher initial slopes in square root time plots (dashed red lines,
panels b., d.).
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Task 2.C. Methane adsorption in partially saturated shales
The experimental component of a study on the influence of partial water saturation in shales on
methane adsorption was completed by Lu Wang in our laboratory during the beginning of this
project. That work utilized crushed shale samples from the Qaidam Basin, China, equilibrated with
water at fixed rh ranging from 0.22 up to 0.89 (40 ˚C) prior to methane exposure. Methane
adsorption isotherms were measured at pressures up to about 9.3 MPa, and was later modeled in
order to examine impacts of water blocking and competitive adsorption of water versus methane
on shale surfaces. Results showed that methane adsorption is reduced by up to 45% as water
activity is increased, but that the impacts of water become insignificant at rh ≥ 0.75. Water vapor
adsorption isotherms and methane adsorption isotherms obtained at different water contents on
one shale sample are shown in Figure 14. This work has just recently been published [Wang et al.,
2018].
a.

b.

Figure 14. Water content influences on methane adsorption. a. Water vapor adsorption isotherms
on three shale samples. b. Methane adsorption isotherms obtained at different water contents in
shale #1.
Task 3. Non-water fracking fluids experiments for reservoir stimulation
This task was added to the existing project in 2017. The ultimate goal of this task was to better
understand the influence of fracturing fluids, specifically water-based vs. CO2 -based, on shale oil
mobilization. The scope, limited by funding constraints, had two subtasks. One was to design and
construct a high pressure and temperature fracture-matrix microfluidic device with different
wettability, which allows pore-network scale visualization experiments on transient water/CO2
(fracturing fluid)-oil counter flow. Another subtask was to design and construct a high
pressure/temperature foam generator for testing efficiency of foams for displacing hydrocarbons
from deep reservoirs. This new system differs from the conventionally used approach of coinjecting fluid phases through a sand-packed column in order to generate foams. Thus, viscosities
of CO2-based fracturing fluids can be tested over longer times relative to single-pass systems. In
the past two years we have made significant progress on both the high pressure micromodel system
and foam generation, including publication of our first paper on generation of scCO2-foams [Wan
et al., 2017]. These newly designed laboratory capabilities are ready to be used for future applied
scientific discoveries.
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Task 3.A. Design and construction of fracture-matrix micromodels with different wettability
We designed and constructed a set of fracture-matrix micromodels with both homogeneous and
heterogeneous pore and fracture geometries. We tested different methods to alter the wettability
of the micromodels. Now we can controllably alter the wettability to water-wet, intermediate-wet
and oil-wet. The multiphase fluid control system is designed for use with oil, water, and foams
including scCO2-based foam in manipulating the viscosity and chemistry (control interfacial
properties) (Figure 15). This system is ready to be used in understanding mechanisms of EOR at
pore scale, and helping the developing new methods to increase oil production.

Figure 15. Our newly modified high pressure and temperature microfluidics setup, and fracturemicromodel for multi fluids displacement studies (Wan et al., Energy & Fuels, 2017).
Task 3.B. Design and construction a high pressure/temperature foam generator
The sand-packed column approach has been conventionally used in laboratory foam generation.
The shortcoming of this approach is its inefficiency, because the column is easily clogged by
surfactant and chemical aggregates which needs to be frequently repacked in each usage.
Furthermore, the approach is limited to single-pass generation and foam testing. We decided to
design a blender-based foam generator based on a system introduced by Hutchins and Miller
[Hutchins and Miller, 2005], suited for fluid recirculation, and quick testing many different
combinations of surfactants and ratios of fluids, different shear stresses, controlled pressures and
temperatures.
Over the past two years, several variations of the foam generator were tested and modified. The
latest design shown in Figure 16 includes the high-speed blender (micropump) for making the
foam, rheometer system for viscosity measurement and viewing window for foam imaging. The
operation pressure ranges up to 80 MPa, accommodates wide ranges of fluid ratios containing
desired surfactants and nanoparticles, and runs at temperatures up to 200 ˚C (all parts sets inside
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an oven incubator). Example tests shown in Figure 17 were obtained with recipes based on Xue
et al., 3.6% SLES (STEOL CS 330) in 2% NaCl (instead of KCl) [Xue et al., 2016]. The figure
shows a plot of viscosity as a function of quality (percentage of CO2). The viscosity reached 17 to
22 cP at 70% to 85% foam quality (% volume of CO2). It should be noted that Xue et al. (2016)
reported much higher viscosities using the sand-packed column method for foam generation, and
that their viscosity starts to climb between 90 and 95% foam quality. This large discrepancy needs
to be understood in the future study.

Figure 16. Foam generator/rheometer system and viewing window.

Figure 17. Measured effective viscosities versus foam quality (volumetric % CO2) at 9 MPa, 25
˚C. Tergitol solutions (5-10-18 and 6-11-18), and STEOL solutions (6-20-18 and 9-7-18).
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Task 4. Modeling studies for understanding fluid flow and transport processes in shale
matrix and matrix-fracture interfaces
Task 4.A. Improve and apply multiphase flow models for shale
The main objective in this task was to improve the knowledge on the macroscopic nature of
water and non-water flow and entrapment in shale matrix and across matrix-fracture
interfaces, and ultimately to develop upscaling strategies and continuum modeling
approaches. During this phase of the project, we mainly focused on understanding diffusion,
adsorption and capillary condensation in shale by using the experimental data generated in Task 2.
A summary of our research findings from this task is summarized in two parts below. In the first
part, we applied a water vapor diffusion and adsorption model to characterize the magnitudes of
anisotropic effective diffusion coefficients in shale samples under low relative humidity conditions
(RH=0.31). In the second part, we developed a new continuum multiphase multicomponent model
and applied to the experiments conducted under high relative humidity conditions (RH=0.81),
involving coupled processes of diffusion, adsorption and capillary condensation.
Task 4.A.1 Estimating Anisotropic Binary Diffusion Coefficients in Shale Using
Experimental Data
In this part of the task, we assessed the major diffusive transport processes with sorption in
Woodford shale laminae samples and Marcellus shale core plugs. Our modeling and experimental
results for the Woodford shale laminae samples were presented in the earlier progress reports and
a paper [Tokunaga et al., 2017].
We employed both numerical and analytical modeling approaches to estimate the magnitudes
of the effective diffusion coefficients in the shale samples. The numerical model is based on
solution of the Maxwell-Stefan diffusion equations for a binary mixture of water and air, including
Knudsen diffusion and adsorption. Surface diffusion of water along pore walls may also be
important [Krishna and Wesselingh, 1997], but its affect was assumed to be lumped into the
Knudsen diffusion coefficient. In the continuum limit, where the mean free path of gas phase
molecular collisions (lo) is small relative to the characteristic pore radius (ro), the diffusion
coefficient for water vapor through air is taken as the product of a gas porosity-dependent
tortuosity factor f(e) times the binary molecular diffusion coefficient in the bulk gas phase denoted
by D0. The Knudsen contribution accounts for the influence of vapor phase water molecule
collisions with pore walls [Loeb, 1961; Wesselingh and Krishna, 2000], with its diffusion
coefficient is denoted by DK. In the analytical model, Maxwell-Stefan diffusion effects considering
interaction between different molecule types are ignored, and Fickian diffusion is assumed. In that
case, the effective diffusion coefficient can be given as Deff = 1/ [1/ DK + 1/ ( f (f ) D0 )] or

equivalently Deff = f (f ) D0 / (1 + Kn) , which are forms of Bosanquet’s equation for gas diffusion
in porous media, accounting for Knudsen effects [Pollard and Present, 1948; Tokunaga, 1985].
Kn = l0/r0 denotes the Knudsen number, i.e., the ratio of the gas mean free path to the characteristic
pore radius (ro). For H2O diffusing through a gas phase consisting primarily of N2 (78%) and O2
(21%), an estimated collision diameter s = 0.31 nm was obtained from averaging of kinetic
diameters [Li et al., 2009; Loeb, 1961; Massman, 1998]. The mean free path for H2O vapor
diffusion in air was then estimated from kinetic theory [Loeb, 1961] as l0 = kBT / ( 2ps 2 P) , which
at 50 ˚C and local atmospheric pressure (98 kPa) gives lo = 110 nm.
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Based on our model comparisons using the same input parameters, the differences between the
more general numerical model and the analytical model are negligible. Therefore, we employed
the analytical solution to fit the experimental data for characterizing diffusion coefficient and
adsorption parameters. For the small value of the relative humidity in the measurements used, a
linear adsorption model can be used to represent the adsorption of water molecules on solid phases
in shale matrix (Cs [kg/kg]=Kd[m3/kg]×CH2O[kg/ m3]). For the analytical model, we modified an
existing solution [Ozisik, 1980] in the heat transfer context and then developed a computer code
to evaluate the analytical solution for the diffusion and the linear adsorption in a rectangular
parallelapiped domain to represent the experimental data in Woodford shale block samples. Table
6 summarizes the results for the diffusion coefficients and sorption coefficients (Kd) for Woodford
shale blocks. Effective diffusion coefficients in the range of 9×10-9 to 3×10-8 m2/s are consistent
with other measurements on low-porosity rocks [Peng et al., 2012; Tokunaga et al., 2017].
We conducted similar analyses for assessing the diffusive transport processes with
adsorption in Marcellus shale core plugs. To fit the experimental data, we employed a onedimensional analytical solution for diffusion and sorption in a finite domain with fixed vapor
concentrations at both ends, as in our experimental conditions (Task 2), parallel to laminae. We
modified the analytical solution given in Crank for similar initial and boundary conditions [Crank,
1975]. Table 7 summarizes the results for the Marcellus shale samples. We presented below
summary of the results based on the interpretations of the data using our modeling studies. As in
the Woodford samples, the diffusion occurs mainly under Knudsen regime. The effective diffusion
coefficients of the Marcellus samples appear to be an order of magnitude greater than the effective
diffusion coefficients of the Woodford samples, while the sorption coefficients of the Marcellus
samples are 2 to 4 times smaller. This might be due to presence of larger pore connectivity and
larger pore sizes in the Marcellus rock samples.
Comparisons between measured water vapor uptake in the Woodford shale samples and
model results with the best fit parameters are shown in Figure 18a. Our estimations indicated that
the Knudsen diffusion would be the dominant diffusive transport process for water vapor diffusion
into shale under our experimental conditions, with individual water molecules colliding primarily
with shale pore surfaces. The nature of the diffusion process becomes also evident upon combining
the value of lo = 110 nm determined earlier for water vapor diffusion in bulk air at 50 ˚C and 28
kPa. With most of the pore space associated with pore radii ranging from 2 to 5 nm based on the
estimations from the adsorption-desorption data, Kn = lo/ro ranges from about 50 to 20. Table 8
presents the estimated effective water vapor diffusion and adsorption coefficients in the direction
perpendicular to lamination. The effective diffusion coefficient in the perpendicular direction is
estimated to be one order of magnitude less than the diffusion coefficient values in the parallel
direction.
Table 6. Estimated model parameters for Woodford shale laminae samples.
Porosity
Estimated Deff, m2 s-1

WR
0.081
1.48×10-8

WD
0.106
9.06×10-9

WH1
0.063
2.78×10-8

Estimated Kd, m3 kg-1

0.126

0.115

0.112
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Table 7. Estimated model parameters for Marcellus shale samples (parallel to lamination).
Porosity
Estimated Deff, m2 s-1
Estimated Kd, m3 kg-1

7271

7391

7430

0.068
6.08×10-7
0.205

0.076
6.05×10-7
0.195

0.091
4.38×10-7
0.279

(a) Marcellus shale

(b) Woodford shale

Figure 18. Comparisons between measured and modeled time-dependence of water vapor
adsorption onto (a) Woodford Shales, and (b) Marcellus shales (also see Figure 9a).

Table 8. Estimated model parameters for Marcellus shale samples (perpendicular to lamination).
Porosity
Estimated Deff, m2 s-1
Estimated Kd, m3 kg-1

7271
0.074
3.60×10-8
0.315

7391
0.067
4.18×10-8
0.192

7430
0.095
2.75×10-8
0.408

Task 4.A.2 Assessing Multiphase Flow and Transport Processes in Shale Using a New Model:
Multicomponent diffusion, adsorption and capillary condensation in Shale Matrix
A further investigation of the nature of the transport processes, formation of capillary condensed
liquid water higher relative humidity conditions was conducted in the second part of this research
task. Under high relative humidity conditions (0.81), condensation of water vapor and formation
of liquid phase in shale pores need to be taken into account. Strong molecular interactions between
fluid molecules and solid molecules exist in nanoscale pores of shale matrix. The fluid-solid interaction
forces in shale pores can significantly influence the distribution of the multiphase fluids. Understanding
the interaction forces on fluids in shale pores and incorporating those fundamental processes into
continuum models are needed to investigate and find practical approaches to improve oil and gas
recovery. This motivated us to develop and apply a new modeling approach to explicitly represent the
fluid-solid interaction forces in shale, because the traditional two-phase modeling approach is known
to have limitations in representing those processes in shale.
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In this task, we developed an initial version of a new multiphase multicomponent model based
on the density functional approach [Armstrong et al., 2016; Dinariev and Evseev, 2017; Rowlinson and
Widom, 1982; van der Waals, 1894], which led to development of new set of continuum balance
equations. The equations explicitly include interaction forces between fluids and solids that influence
multiphase processes at continuum scales of shale. This new model will be referred as DFM, density
functional model. A brief explanation of DFM is presented below, which is followed by an application
to explore the sustained disequilibrium phenomenon and multiphase behavior with vapor diffusion and
capillary condensation in shale rock samples in the Marcellus shale experiments in Task 2.

Theoretical Basis of the DFM Approach
Our starting point in the derivation is to define the free energy of the multiphase mixture as the
density functional depending on molar concentrations. The theoretical developments below are
given for isothermal conditions, but similar theoretical development leads to models under nonisothermal conditions. Description of the free energy density function as a function of molar
densities has a long history. It goes back to van der Waals theory (1893) that is known to be the
first to use the energy density functional for describing the interfaces between two fluid phases
with a single component. Later, Cahn and Hillard extended the theory for binary mixtures in a twophase system [Cahn and Hilliard, 1958]. The similar concept was successfully used in quantum
mechanics to represent the energy of molecules as functions of electron density and named density
functional theory [Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964; Kohn, 1999]. For hydrodynamic applications,
Dinariev presented a generalization of the density function approach for multicomponent
multiphase fluid systems and named density functional hydrodynamics [Dinariyev, 1995]. Recent
applications at the pore-scale include representation of pore-scale multiphase flow phenomena,
including imbibition, drainage, capillary condensation and adsorption at pore walls [Armstrong et
al., 2016; Dinariev and Evseev, 2017].
Here, we extended the application of the density functional approach to derive continuity
and momentum balance equations for multiphase mixtures and to obtain a new mathematical
model for continuum representation of multiphase multicomponent flow in porous media. The
Helmholtz free energy of an inhomogeneous system at a constant temperature can be expressed as
EH = òy dV

(1)

V

where ψ is the local energy density defined as the free energy per unit volume of a rigid porous
medium. Considering the gravitational potential and the interaction potential of the solids acting
on a N-component fluid mixture in a porous medium, we postulate that the Helmholtz free energy
density can be expressed as
N
f2 N N
y = fy 0 + ååk ij Ñci .Ñc j + f r j g + f å cijs ,i
(2)
2

i =1 j =1

i =1

where ψ0(c1,c2,…) is the homogeneous Helmholtz free energy density, defined in terms of energy
per unit volume of void space. c1,c2,…, cN are the molar concentrations of the components. The
coefficients κij are related to the correlation functions for molecular densities in pore space and the
whole second term on the right-hand side represent macroscopic fluid-fluid interfacial effects. The
last two terms of ψ include the external potential energy functions due to gravitational attraction
φg and fluid-solid interaction potentials for each component φs,i. Based on the description of the
free energy density in Eq. (2), we derive continuity and momentum balance equations for the
multiphase mixture. We first develop the chemical potential and the stress tensor expressions that
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drive the flow of multiphase mixtures to equilibrium in porous media. Minimization of the energy
functional leads to the set of Euler-Lagrange equations for molar concentrations of the components,
through which the chemical potential, Φi, for the ith component, equal to the variational derivative
of EH with respect of ci, is expressed as
Fi =

N
¶y 0
- f å k ij Ñ 2 c j + M ij g + j s*,i
¶ci
j =1
N
¶j
js*,i = js ,i + å c j s , j
¶ci
j =1

(3)

where Mi is the molecular mass of the ith component. Skipping the detailed derivations, we here
present only the final equations used for analyzing the experimental for the two-component-twophase system (water-air). The detailed derivations of the general model will be presented in a
manuscript currently under development. For isothermal systems, the balance equations for molar
concentration of the two components multiphase mixture can be expressed as
¶ (f c1 )
¶t
¶ (f c2 )
¶t

+ Ñ.( qc1 + J1 ) = 0

(4)
+ Ñ.( qc2 + J 2 ) = 0

where q is the mass averaged velocity of the multiphase mixture, and Ji is the diffusive flux vector
for the component i. Neglecting the inertial forces in porous media, the momentum equation for
the multiphase mixture in the new model is expressed as
0=-

µq
k

- Ñp - rÑj g + fk ( c1 + c2 ) Ñ ( Ñ 2 c1 + Ñ 2 c2 ) - c1Ñj *s ,1 - c2Ñj *s ,2
!""""
"#"""""
$ !""#""$
fluid-fluid interfacialinteractions

(5)

fluid-solid interactions

where q (LT-1) is the specific discharge or Darcy velocity vector of the multiphase fluid mixture,
p (ML-1T-2) is the mixture pressure ( p = -y 0 + åi ci ¶y 0 ¶ci ), k (L2) is the intrinsic permeability
tensor, ϕ is the porosity, ρ (ML-3) is the mixture density, and µ (ML-1T-1) is the effective viscosity
of the multiphase mixture. As clearly seen, the first three terms resemble the classical Darcy
equation for single phase flow. However, the proposed representation of the momentum balance
is significantly different from the classical multiphase extension of the Darcy equation. Eq. (5)
does not include relative permeability for different phases nor does it utilize a macroscopic
capillary pressure-saturation function. Eq. (5) also does not include additional equations for
interfacial area descriptions as in the more recent theories of continuum-scale multiphase theory
(Niessner et al., 2011). Instead, the last two terms in Eq. (5) explicitly account for the effects of
multiphase potential fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interaction forces.
Consistent with the thermodynamic constraints, the diffusive fluxes of the components are
represented by employing the Maxwell-Stefan diffusion approach, including Knudsen or matrix
diffusivity contributions in low permeability media. The diffusive fluxes are obtained from the
following two equations for two components as functions of chemical potential gradients and
molar concentrations:
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+
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(6)

where x1 and x2 represent the mole fractions for the components. The effective binary molecular
diffusion coefficients and matrix diffusivities under multiphase flow conditions for each
component are computed using Vignes’ approach, based on interpolation of the component
diffusivities in liquid and gas phases[Vignes, 1966].
The solution of equations (4) - (6) represents the distribution of molar densities in porous
media through which volumetric saturations of different fluids can be estimated as in the traditional
approach. In this task, we developed a numerical model solving the resulting coupled fourth order
partial differential equations for two components, based on the finite volume method.
To represent the Helmholtz free energy density, a quadratic equation similar to the one
proposed by Armstrong et al. [2016] was employed under fixed temperature condition. The
parameters of the energy density function were obtained by fitting it to the equation of state
properties for air-water mixture under both liquid and gas conditions.
In order to characterize the fluid-solid interaction energy terms in the model, we employed
simplified coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations using our model based on MDPD
approach. Figure 19 shows variations of fluid-solid interaction energy functions (normalized by
the maximum value in the figure) as function of mol fraction. The figure was obtained for wateroil system, but similar computations could be done different multiphase systems. Based on our
analyses, we represented the following fluid-solid interaction energy functions, in terms of energy
per mole, appeared to fit the MDPD results:
js ,1 = Ah1 exp éë x1 ( a1 + b1 x2 )ùû
(7)
js ,2 = Ah2 exp éx
a
+
b
x
ù
(
)
2 1 û
ë 2 2
where Ah, a and b are the empirical parameters that may vary depending on pore geometry, pore
size distribution, fluid and solid molecule types.

Figure 19. Preliminary demonstration of the MDPD (many-body dissipative particle dynamics)
approach to characterize interaction energy functions as function of molar concentration in slitshaped nanopores.
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Application of the DFM Approach to Capillary Condensation in Shale
Because we recently completed the development of a numerical model, we present results only for
one shale sample. However, the manuscript under development will present the results for all the
shale sample experiments under high relative humidity conditions. As described in Task 2, the
Marcellus shale samples equilibrated at RH = 0.31 was exposed to the RH = 0.81 condition. The
experimental data indicated significant water uptake and long equilibration times. Although the
enhanced water uptake could occur due to many different processes in the shale as described
earlier, we focus here only on the multiphase flow physics aspect and investigate water uptake
changes as a result of strong water-pore wall attraction in the nanopores of the shale. We present
below the preliminary results of the model applied to the shale sample 7444, exposed to RH = 0.31
for about 21 days and then exposed to RH = 0.81 for additional 50 days. We simulate the
experiments using a one-dimensional version of the model. The molar concentrations at the
surfaces are fixed based on RH values. Also, for each relative humidity exposed at the surface, we
fixed the strength of the fluid-solid interaction term at both boundaries.
Table 9 presents the estimated model parameter values by fitting the model to the water uptake
data. Figure 20 shows that the model appears to represent the data very well, except the very early
stage of RH=0.31 condition. The fitting shows that the permeability of the shale is extremely low
and the matrix diffusivity terms appear to be also low compared to the simplified model analyzes
in the first part of the task for Marcellus rock samples.
Figures 21a and 21b represent model calculated water molar concentration profiles in the shale
core. The chemical potential gradients of the components result in water uptake into the rock. The
model results suggest that the presence of strong fluid-solid interaction in the rock space could
create enhanced water uptake at high RH and sustained disequilibrium for long time. However,
these are preliminary analyses, and we are still at early stage to make definite conclusions. Detailed
sensitivity analyzes to investigate the effect of different model parameters on the results will be
presented in the manuscript under development. The model results appear to be promising for
representing multiphase phenomena. However, further research and analyses are needed to test the
model under broader conditions and apply the model at field scale for investigating various oil/gas
recovery in unconventional reservoirs.
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Table 9. Estimated DFM parameters for a Marcellus shale sample (Sample #7444) (parallel to
lamination)
Permeability, k (m2)

3.00×10-22

Fluid-fluid interaction term, k (J L2/mol2)

3.52×10-7

Component #1 (water)-solid interaction parameter Ah1 (J/mol)

-1.73×106

a1 (-)

1.90

b1 (-)

1.26×10-4

Matrix diffusivity term for component 1 (water molecules in liquid),

4.48×10-12

D1M (liq) (m2/s)
Matrix diffusivity term for component 1 (water molecules in gas

1.00×10-9

phase), D1M (g) (m2/s)
Component #2 (air)-solid interaction parameter, Ah2 (J/mol)

583.42

a2 (-)

-1.48

b2 (-)

0.0

Matrix diffusivity term for component 2 (air molecules in liquid),

3.59×10-12

D2M (liq) (m2/s)
Matrix diffusivity term for component 2 (air molecules in gas

8.02×10-10

phase), D2M (g) (m2/s)
φs1* (J/mol) at boundaries (Rh=0.31)

-79.98×102

φs1* (J/mol) at boundaries (Rh=0.8)

-2.95×102
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Figure 20. Comparisons of the model estimated and the measured water uptake in Marcellus shale.
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Figure 21. Molar concentration profile of water as a function of time in the shale rock sample at
(a) RH=0.31 and (b) RH=0.81.
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Task 4.B. Testing and development of macroscopic modeling approaches for flow processes
of water and non-water fluids in shale matrix and across fracture-matrix interface:
The purpose of this subtask is to examine the potential influence of gravity segregation of injected
fracturing fluid within the main hydrofracture and surrounding fracture network on gas
productivity. The hypothesis being tested is that gravity drainage during and after reservoir
stimulation leads to water accumulation in the lower part of the generated fractures (and potentially
the associated stimulated reservoir volume), blocking the release of gas during the production
phase. In addition, using a non-water fluid as alternative fracturing fluid is examined and compared
to using slick water as fracturing fluid.
In the preparatory phase, we conducted simulations for a number of water imbibition
experiments from three Woodford Shale samples (Table 1) including shale #3 from the Roetzal
well (WR), shale # 5 from the Dunkin well (WD), and shale #7 from the Holt-1 well (WH1). The
experiments were conducted under atmospheric pressure condition with a room temperature about
23 ˚C. Two experiments were conducted for each of the sample with different suction forces (40
mm suction and 3 or 2 mm suction) applied at one end of the core, where water enters the initially
dry core. Details of experiments were provided in the final report for Phase 1 work.
TOUGH2 [Pruess et al., 2012], a numerical simulator for non-isothermal flows of
multicomponent, multiphase fluid in multi-dimensional porous and fractured media, was used to
simulate the water imbibition process. iTOUGH2, a computer program that provides inverse
modeling capabilities for the TOUGH2 code, was used to fit the observations from the experiments
and estimate uncertain parameters of the samples [Finsterle et al., 2017]. Microfractures were not
considered in these initial models. The uncertain parameters for each core include: permeability
(k), porosity (f), residual liquid saturation (Slr), residual gas saturation (Sgr), and two van
Genuchten parameters used in the water retention curve: 𝛼 – a parameter related to the inverse of
the air entry pressure and n – a parameter related to pore size distribution. The observations from
the experiments are the total water inflow over time. In addition to the estimation of the uncertain
parameters, the analysis also provides the uncertainty range associated with each estimate, as well
as the sensitivity of the model output (i.e., total water inflow) to the uncertain parameters.
Figure 22 shows both measured and simulated water inflow as a function of square root of
time. The analysis show permeability k is the most influential parameters, followed by 𝛼 and n in
water retention curves. The other three parameters have very little sensitivity, their estimation
uncertainties are large, which means their estimates are not very meaningful. Therefore, we only
list the estimated permeability, 𝛼 and n and their uncertainties in Table 10.
For each of the sample, the measure data from the two experiments show the water inflow is
different with different suctions, which is not consistent with the simulation results. In the
simulation the capillary pressure of the dry core is much larger than the suction applied, which
diminishes the little difference between the two suction forces. As a result, the two curves for the
two experiments almost fall on top of each other. The different water inflow for the two
experiments observed in the measured data implies there might be microfractures that are
responsible for the differences. The fractures are not included in the current numerical model.
For sample WD, as the two measured data sets are significant different, it is not possible to fit
the two observation data sets with the same model parameters. The uncertainties for the estimated
parameters are very large. The estimates should not be used for prediction.
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Figure 22. Final data fit for the two water imbibition tests for the three shale samples.
Parameter
Shale #
Shale
Estimation
Uncertainty

Log10(k) (k in m2)
3
5
7
WR
WD
WH1
-16.5
-15.5
-15.9
1.0
4.4
0.5

3
WR
4.6
0.8

Log(𝛼) (𝛼 in Pa)
5
7
WD
WH1
4.6
4.6
5.2
0.7

3
WR
1.2
0.75

n
5
WD
1.3
4.3

7
WH1
1.2
0.4

Table 10. Estimated parameters and their uncertainties for the three shale samples.
To achieve the objective of evaluating fracture-matrix controls on gravity drainage, we performed
the following activities: 1. conducted a literature survey; 2. performed simulations using a simple
2D model with one horizontal well, one vertical fracture and shale matrix in the system; 3. built a
3D multi-continuum model and performed simulations to study potential gravitational effects
using water as injection fluid; and 4. performed simulations using alternative non-water fluid as
stimulation fluid.
4.2.1 Literature review
A literature review was conducted to assess the current understanding of flow processes in shale
matrix and across fracture-matrix interface. The main studies are summarized below:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Liu et al. simulated the process of fracturing (fluid injection), shut-in and fracture closure
(adjusting fracture permeability based on its relationship to stress change, adjust fracture
volume/porosity/aperture based on cubic law), and production [Liu et al., 2017]. They
concluded: 1. Gravity segregation may lead to water accumulating at the bottom of a vertical
planar fracture; however, fracture tortuosity could limit the segregation; 2. Extended shut-in
time may result in an enhanced initial gas production but lower later-time production; 3. A
uniform proppant distribution, which results in a uniform fracture permeability distribution,
will lead to a higher cumulative gas production, whereas non-uniform proppant distribution
may worsen the gravity segregation effect.
Parmar et al. conducted laboratory experiments to investigate gravity effects [Parmar et al.,
2014]. The conclusion is that upward displacement of gas (water flowing against gravity) is
unstable, leading to poor sweep efficiency. In addition, using surfactant (reduced capillary
pressure) and changing the wettability of porous media from hydrophilic to hydrophobic will
enhance water recovery.
Agrawal and Sharma investigated factors that may influence productivity using numerical
simulations [Agrawal and Sharma, 2013; 2015]. They concluded that low matrix permeability,
low drawdown, high fracture permeability, and low fracture height are not favorable conditions
to remove water from fractures. In their investigation, they changed one factor at a time, i.e.,
correlations between permeability and capillary pressure, fracture permeability and aperture
(volume) are not considered.
Tidwell and Parker conducted laboratory experiments and confirmed viscous fingering and
gravity drainage effects on liquid displacement [Tidwell and Parker, 1996]. They also
observed that as fluid viscosity decreases, vertical segregation due to gravity becomes more
pronounced.
Birdsell et al. focused their study on a dimensionless imbibition rate parameter (gravity is
ignored), concluding that the intrinsic permeability of the shale and the viscosity of the fluids
are the most important properties controlling the imbibition rate [Birdsell et al., 2015].
Sarkar et al. performed a number of numerical simulations to examine the impact of well
placement [Sarkar et al., 2016]. They concluded that upward vertical displacements, in which
the fracturing fluid flows against gravity, results in the lowest recovery. In addition, the
wettability of the rock matrix has a significant impact on ultimate recovery when the effect of
gravity is dominant.

The literature survey shows a relatively consistent recognition that gravity plays a role in gas
production, i.e., less of the injected fracturing water is produced from the lower part (lower than
the horizontal well) of the fracture; as a result, the water that is not produced inhibits gas production
in the long run. But it is not clear how strong the effect could be and how it is affected by various
parameters.
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4.2.2 Simple 2D Model
The first model used to examine gravity effects was a simple 2D model with a vertical fracture
(perpendicular to the XZ plane in Figure 23) and a horizontal wellbore. The background pressure
in the model was 150 bar. The fracture has an aperture of 1 mm and a permeability of 10 darcy.
The shale matrix has a permeability of 5 ´ 10-18 m2, and a porosity of 5%. Initially, water was
injected for two hours to mimic the water injected during the fracking process. Figure 23a shows
liquid saturation in the matrix before gas production starts. Figure 23b shows liquid saturation in
the matrix after 100 days of gas production, suggesting that a significant amount of water below
the well level was trapped in the matrix due to gravity effect. Figure 24 shows the gas production
rate from both the upper and lower region (relative to well location) for the first 100 days. Initially,
gas production appears to be insignificantly higher from the lower region (compared to the upper
region) due to a slightly stronger gradient. At later times, gas production from the lower region
decreases more strongly.
This simple model shows that more water is removed from the upper region during the
initial production period. Due to gravity effects, a significant amount of water is left unproduced
in the lower region; it imbibes into matrix, leading to smaller gas production compared to the upper
region at later times.
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Figure 23. (a). Liquid saturation after two hours of water injection, used as initial condition for
the subsequent production phase; (b). Liquid saturation after 100 days of production.
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Figure 24. Total gas production rate and the respective contributions from the upper and lower
regions.

4.2.3 3D Multi-Continuum Model
The significance of the gravitational effect appears to depend on the relative properties of the
generated fracture, the stimulated fracture network, and the gas-bearing shale matrix. Various
coupled processes contribute to this effect, including (1) fracture opening and associated
permeability changes, (2) only partial closing of the stimulated fracture in the sheared or propped
fractures during production, (3) imbibition of fracking fluid and associated water blocking, (4)
potential clay swelling and osmotic effects, (5) capillarity and wetting properties, as well as (6)
small- and intermediate-scale heterogeneity of the stimulated reservoir volume. To simulate these
processes, a 3D multi-continuum model (shale matrix, hydrofrac and small-scale fracture network)
was built. The mesh was generated using the MINC (multiple interacting continua) method in
TOUGH2 [Pruess et al., 2012].
In preparation for these analyses, the multi-phase, multicomponent simulator TOUGH2-EOS7C
(Oldenburg et al., 2004), which is integrated in the iTOUGH2 simulation-optimization
framework[Finsterle et al., 2017], has been expanded to account for pressure-dependent
permeabilities with the possibility of only partial fracture closure during production.
In this model, the 200 m thick reservoir has an initial hydrostatic pressure (with an average pressure
of 30 MPa) and a uniform initial gas saturation of 75%; the gas phase consists of methane. The
fracking fluid is slickwater; it contains a tracer for tracking its migration. However, the tracer has
no impact on fluid properties.
A three-stage reference scenario has been defined, consisting of a two-hour fracking period,
followed by a seven-day soaking (shut-in) period, before gas is produced against a constant
wellbore pressure of 20 MPa.
During the fracking period, slickwater is injected at a constant rate from a horizontal well, which
is perforated over a length of 6 m. At the location of the potential vertical hydrofrac, properties are
defined such that permeability increases substantially (using a third-power law, see Table 1) as
aperture increases in response to increased fluid pressure. As a constraint, the pressure in the
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injection well is limited to a maximum value of 90 MPa. Once the maximum injection pressure is
reached, operation is automatically switched from constant-rate to constant-pressure injection.
The region around the vertical hydrofrac and along the horizontal well (while initially
homogeneous with the very low permeability of intact shale) is allowed to evolve into a dualporosity fracture-matrix system, again with porosity and permeability of the fracture network
dynamically calculated as a function of pore pressure. To accurately simulate the exchange of
fracfluid and gas between the fracture network and the shale, each volume representing the matrix
continuum is discretized into four grid blocks using the multiple interacting continua (MINC)
approach. During the development of the hydrofrac and associate network of small fractures,
capillary forces are dynamically adjusted as a function of permeability, aperture, and saturation.
The potential impacts of turbulence during injection and production are accounted for using the
Forchheimer equation [Forchheimer, 1901] with the non-Darcy flow coefficient calculated
according to Geertsma [Geertsma, 1974].
Table 11 shows the property set used in the preliminary simulations discussed below. Initially, the
entire model domain has the uniform hydraulic properties of intact shale. A higher pore
compressibility is assigned to the potential location of the vertical hydrofrac and the fracture
continuum in its immediate vicinity. As fracking fluid (here: slickwater) is injected, the pressure
increases, leading to an increase in porosity (i.e., fracture aperture) and associated increase in
permeability, dynamically creating the hydrofrac and the secondary network of small fractures. As
the fracture apertures increase, their capillary strength is reduced according to the Leverett scaling
rule. The properties of the shale matrix remain essentially constant.
Figure 25 illustrates the extent of the hydrofrac at the end of the two-hour stimulation period. Initial
simulations of the subsequent, one-week long soaking period and five-year long production phase
indicate that traces of fracking fluid may remain in the fractured system for an extended period.
Figure 26 qualitatively shows the concentration of fracking fluid in the pore water of the hydrofrac
and the network of small fractures. Note that while the hydrofrac is fully liquid saturated after
fracking, liquid saturations at the end of the soaking and production phases are near residual values,
as fracfluid is imbibed into the fracture network and from there into the shale matrix, initially
driven by the high injection pressure, and later by the strong capillary suction of the low-saturation
shale matrix.
This is illustrated in Figure 27, which shows the liquid saturation after fracking, soaking and
production. The initial liquid saturation in this gas reservoir is 25% throughout the model domain.
Figure 27 also suggests that for the chosen property set (specifically the strong capillarity of the
shale matrix), gravity drainage in the hydrofrac is a very small effect, because the fracfluid is
preferentially being sucked into the small fractures and the matrix. The saturation in the hydrofrac
quickly approaches residual values with very small relative permeability, making gravity flow a
minor contributor for fluid redistribution.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 25: Discrete, vertical hydrofrac, surrounded by stimulated network of smaller fractures
represented by a dual-continuum model at the end of the two-hour injection period; (a) aperture
distribution in entire model domain, (b) close-up of permeability structure near perforated well
section.
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Table 11: Material properties
Parameter

Units

Value

Shale matrix
absolute permeability, k
porosity, f
pore compressibility expansion, cf
pore compressibility contraction, cf con
residual liquid saturation, Slr
residual gas saturation, Sgr
van Genuchten pore-size distribution index, n
van Genuchten capillary strength, a
Hydrofrac
initial absolute permeability, k0

m2
%
Pa-1
Pa-1
%
%
Pa-1

10-18
5.0
10-9
10-9
20.0
0.0
2.0
10-6

m2

10-18

porosity-dependent absolute permeability, k

m2

𝑘 (𝜙) = 𝑘' (

exponent, B
maximum absolute permeability, kmax
initial porosity, f
pressure-dependent porosity, f
pore compressibility, cf
pore compressibility contraction, cf con
residual liquid saturation, Slr
residual gas saturation, Sgr
van Genuchten pore-size distribution index, n
reference van Genuchten capillary strength, a

m2
%
%
Pa-1
Pa-1
%
%
Pa-1

𝜙 = 𝜙' 𝑒 ,-. ∆0
10-7
10-9
20.0
0.0
2.0
10-6

van Genuchten capillary strength, a k,f

Pa-1

𝜙 *
)
𝜙'
3.0
10-11
5.0

𝑘' ∙ 𝜙
𝛼 = 𝛼' 1
𝑘 ∙ 𝜙'

Small-scale fracture network
initial absolute permeability, k0

m2

porosity-dependent absolute permeability, k

m2

𝑘 (𝜙) = 𝑘' (

exponent, B
maximum absolute permeability, kmax
initial porosity, f
pressure-dependent porosity, f
pore compressibility, cf
pore compressibility contraction, cf con
residual liquid saturation, Slr
residual gas saturation, Sgr
van Genuchten pore-size distribution index, n
reference van Genuchten capillary strength, a

m2
%
%
Pa-1
Pa-1
%
%
Pa-1

𝜙 = 𝜙' 𝑒 ,-. ∆0
5´10-8
10-9
20.0
0.0
2.0
10-6

van Genuchten capillary strength, a k,f

Pa-1

fracture spacing (3 orthogonal sets)

m
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10-18
𝜙 *
)
𝜙'
3.0
10-14
5.0

𝑘' ∙ 𝜙
𝛼 = 𝛼' 1
𝑘 ∙ 𝜙'
1.0

Figure 28 confirms that imbibition of fracfluid into the shale matrix is substantial. Despite the
stimulation, the total volume of the fractures is relatively small. However, in this gas reservoir,
there is sufficient space in the gas-filled shale pore space to accommodate most of the fracking
fluid, which is absorbed by strong capillary forces. Once in the low-permeable matrix, the fracfluid
is difficult to remove, even during an extended production period, which has a negative impact on
gas production.

(a)

(b)

Figure 26: Concentration of fracking fluid in pore water after (a) one week of soaking (shut-in),
(b) five years of production.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 27: Liquid saturation after (a) fracking, (b) soaking, and (c) production.

Figure 28: Distribution of injected fracking fluid among hydrofrac, network of small fractures,
and shale matrix as a function of time during the fracking, soaking, and production stages.
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The network of small fractures in the 3D model, which is not present in the 2D model, has the
effect of greatly increasing access of fracfluid to the matrix. As a result, the fracture network
substantially increases water imbibition into the shale, lowering liquid saturation in the main
hydrofrac and thus reducing the associated gravity-drainage effects.
4.2.4 Using CO2 as Fracturing Fluid
Using the same multi-continuum model, CO2 was investigated as an alternative non-water fracking
fluid (the injected fluid is changed to CO2). Figure 29 shows the distribution of injected CO2 among
hydrofrac, network of small fractures, and shale matrix as a function of time during the fracking,
soaking, and production stages. A constant pressure is applied to both water and CO2 injection.
Compared to water, the injected CO2 mass is about half of the injected water. If using water as the
fracking fluid, the strong capillary pressure from the matrix provides an additional driving force
for water imbibition; this effect is much reduced or absent when using CO2 as the fracking fluid.
During the production period, most of the injected CO2 is retrieved, while the majority of the
injected slick water remains in the matrix, held by capillary pressure. Only a portion of the water
in the hydrofrac and fracture network is produced back.
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Figure 29. Distribution of injected CO2 among hydrofrac, network of small fractures, and shale matrix
as a function of time during the fracking, soaking, and production stages.

4.2.5 Conclusion
The goal of this subtask is to understand if and how much gravity segregation could affect gas
production in a horizontal well setup scenario using water as fracking fluid, and how it could be
different if an alternative non-water fluid had been used. Two simulations were performed, one of
a system with one main vertical hydrofrac embedded in the gas-bearing shale matrix (i.e., the 2D
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simple model) and a second, 3D model, which includes the main hydrofrac, and a network of small
fractures surrounding the hydrofrac; both the large hydrofrac and the network of smaller fractures
are connected to the shale matrix. The simulations show that the inclusion of the network of small
fractures increases the imbibed liquid volume for both the upper and lower sections of the
hydrofrac. As a result, gravitational effects are not apparent as they are in the model without a
network of small fractures. The message from the study is that the gravity segregation effect
depends on the actual geological system. For a system with only a few large hydrofracs, gravity
effects may play a role (as also demonstrated by other modeling studies), whereas increased
fracfluid imbibition promoted by formation damage around the main hydrofrac drastically reduces
water saturation in the fractures and associated gravity effects. Nevertheless, imbibition into the
shale matrix may lead to water blocking and thus reduced gas production.
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